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Connections
WELCOME TO CONNECTIONS

We welcome you to the first edition of CONNECTIONS, B&B Electronics’
newsletter of Serial Communication and Control Solutions.  CONNECTIONS is a bi-
annual publication offering suggestions and insight to systems integrators, data
processors, engineers, and computer professionals.  In upcoming editions you can expect
features like Serial Solutions, In the Field, and New Products Update plus valuable
editorials from our staff of engineers and technical specialists.  We hope you enjoy
CONNECTIONS and find it a useful reference.  If there are any topics or products you
would like us to cover in future editions please let us know by contacting the Marketing
Department at B&B Electronics.
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BASICS OF THE  RS-485 STANDARD

This information touches on some of the most commonly asked aspects of RS-485
communications.  B&B Electronics has a free application note available on RS-422/
485 that gives a more complete picture of RS-485 networks.  Request B&B’s RS-422/
485 Application Note, available by mail or on our BBS.

What is an RS-485 network?  RS-485 allows multiple devices (up to 32) to
communicate at half-duplex on a single pair of wires, plus a ground wire (more on that
later), at distances up to 4000 feet.  Both the length of the network and the number of
nodes can easily be extended using a variety of repeater products on the market.

How does the hardware work?  Data is transmitted differentially on two wires
twisted together, referred to as a “twisted pair.”  The properties of differential signals
provide high noise immunity and long distance capabilities.  A 485 network can be
configured two ways, “two-wire” or “four-wire.”  In a “two-wire” network the transmitter
and receiver of each device are connected to a twisted pair.  “Four-wire” networks have
one master port with the transmitter connected to each of the “slave” receivers on one
twisted pair.  The “slave” transmitters are all connected to the “master” receiver on a
second twisted pair.  In either configuration, devices are addressable, allowing each
node to be communicated to independently.  Only one device can drive the line at a
time, so drivers must be put into a high-impedance mode (tri-state) when they are not in
use.  Some RS-485 hardware handles this automatically.  In other cases, the 485 device
software must use a control line to handle the driver.  (If your 485 device is controlled
through an RS-232 serial port, this is typically done with the RTS handshake line.)  A
consequence of tri-stating the drivers is a delay between the end of a transmission and
when the driver is tri-stated.  This turn-around delay is an important part of a two-wire
network because during that time no other transmissions can occur (not the case in a
four-wire configuration).  An ideal delay is the length of one character at the current
baud rate (i.e. 1 ms at 9600 baud).  The device manufacturer should be able to supply
information on the delay for their products.

Two-wire or four-wire?  Two-wire 485 networks have the advantage of lower
wiring costs and the ability for nodes to talk amongst themselves.  On the downside,

(cont'd on page 2)
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“While a differential signal
does not require a signal
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B&B ELECTRONICS' THERMOCOUPLE INTERFACE

ONBOARD THE �93 ENDEAVOUR AND DISCOVERY FLIGHTS

Recently B&B Electronics learned of its involvement with the January ‘93 Space
Shuttle Endeavour flight (STS54 1/13 - 1/19) and the April ‘93 Space Shuttle
Discovery flight (STS56 4/8 - 4/17).  This information was confirmed through a
B&B technical specialist’s phone conversation with Dan Svrcek of Krug Life Sciences,
Inc. in Houston, Texas.  Svrcek’s company had purchased two thermocouple interfaces
(Model DATC) from B&B in late 1992.

The thermocouple interface measures temperature within a range of -50 degrees
C (-58F) to +200 degrees C (+392F).  Krug Life Sciences, Inc. develops and integrates
experimental systems for NASA on-site in Houston.  Krug used B&B’s product for
a cell-science experiment in which an incubation refrigeration machine was developed
to grow human tissue in space and study the effects of microgravity on the tissue.
The thermocouple interface was used to monitor the machine’s temperature, making
sure it remained between +7 and +37 degrees C.  The experiment was one of dozens
performed in addition to the shuttles’ main missions.  Mr. Svrcek stated that Krug
Life Sciences “only had 9 months to develop the system (a relatively short period of
time in his business) and may not have been able to complete the project on time
without B&B’s reliable temperature gauge.”

IN THE FIELD

Interesting applications
of B&B products.

(cont'd from page 1)

two-wire mode is limited to half-duplex and requires attention to turn-around delay.
Four-wire networks allow full-duplex operation, but are limited to master-slave situations
(i.e. a “master” node requests information from individual “slave” nodes).  “Slave”
nodes cannot communicate with each other.  Remember when ordering your cable,
“two-wire” is really two wires + ground, and “four-wire” is really four wires + ground.

How does the software work? 485 software handles addressing, turn-around delay,
and possibly the driver tri-state features of 485.  Determine before any purchase whether
your software handles these features.  Remember, too much or too little turn-around
delay can cause troubleshooting fits, and delay should be a function of baud rate. If
you’re writing your own software or using software written for an RS-232 application,
be certain that provisions are made for driver tri-state control.  Luckily, there are usually
hardware alternatives for controlling driver tri-stating.  Contact B&B Technical Support
for further details.

Connecting a multidrop 485 network.  The EIA RS-485 Specification labels the
data wires “A” and “B”, but many manufacturers label their wires “+” and “-”.  In our
experience, the “-” wire should be connected to the “A” line, and the “+” wire to the
“B” line. Reversing the polarity will not damage a 485 device, but it will not
communicate. This said, the rest is easy: always connect A to A and B to B.

Signal ground, don’t forget it.  While a differential signal does not require a signal
ground to communicate, the ground wire serves an important purpose.  Over a distance
of hundreds or thousands of feet there can be very significant differences in the voltage
level of “ground.”  RS-485 networks can typically maintain correct data with a difference
of -7 to +12 Volts.  If the grounds differ more than that amount, data will be lost and
often the port itself will be damaged.  The function of the signal ground wire is to tie the
signal ground of each of the nodes to one common ground.  However, if the differences
in signal grounds is too great, further attention is necessary.  Optical isolation is the
cure for this problem. Contact Tech Support for more details.

MAKING CONNECTIONS

WITH B&B ELECTRONICS

 A variety of ways to contact our
technical support and sales staff

Phone ...................... (815) 434-0846
8:00 am to 4:30 pm Central M-F

FAX .......................... (815) 434-7094
24-hour service

Internet E-Mail
Sales Department

sales@bb-elec.com
Technical Support

techsupt@bb-elec.com

Postal Mail
707 Dayton Road
P.O. Box 1040
Ottawa, IL  61350

Bulletin Board ........ (815) 434-2927
24-hour service
Up to 9,600 baud, no parity,
8 data bits, and 1 stop bit

Use BBS to view or request our
catalog, download manuals and
product specification sheets, leave
technical support questions, and place
or check on orders.
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SERIAL SOLUTIONS:  SIMPTERM

Having a problem with an RS-232 device? Handshake lines? Baud rate set up
correctly?  Think you're losing characters?  SimpTerm can solve these and other RS-
232/RS-485 problems.

SimpTerm is a shareware SIMPle TERMinal Emulator that can be used to
troubleshoot any RS-232 or RS-485 device. It allows up to four ports, at any address
and IRQ, to be opened at any given time. SimpTerm is available on B&B's and
CompuServe's bulletin board. Try the program and, if you like it, you can register with
us for $50.

Features: 1) Supports any address and IRQ.
2) Determines type of UART being used (supports 16550AF fifo’s).
3) User-definable Transmit and Receive buffers.
4) Supports any baud rate.
5) Supports RS-232 and RS-485 protocols.
6) Control handshake lines.
7) Transmit a file.
8) Define transmit strings that can be assigned to different hot keys.
9) Data logging.

10) One or two port loop back test mode.
11) Switch from single to split (DTE and DCE) windows

without losing data.
12) 43/50 line screen mode.
13) Temporarily hide a port to allow larger viewing area of a

given port.
14) Stores fifty lines of data per port (which can be scrolled through).

Specifications: IBM/Compatible with DOS 3.3+
48K of conventional memory with all 4 ports open.

NEW FREQUENCY COUNTER

B&B Electronics' new Frequency
Counter lets you make frequency and
timing measurements through your RS-
232 port. Powered from the port
handshake lines, the 232FC allows you
to make frequency measurements of TTL
level signals. If the handshake lines are
not available, a 12VDC external supply
can be used to power the converter.

The 232FC makes frequency
measurements from 5Hz to 2 MHz and
duty cycle measurements from 5 Hz to
50 KHz. Simple commands will allow
you to make measurements with your
own program.

The 232FC is equipped with
software that logs and plots frequency
and duty cycle information, as well as
display histograms. Sample code in
BASIC, Pascal, and C that demonstrates
the 232FC commands is also provided.
In all, the 232FC gives you an affordable
way to compliment and enhance your
data acquisition capabilities.

This new product has a $69.95 retail
price. For more information about the
232FC, call B&B Electronics.

The 232FC can be powered
from the port handshake

lines, making it a convenient,
low-cost data acquisition

tool.

INFORMATION AVAILABLE

B&B offers a free RS-422 and RS-485 Application Note available at your request.
This note attempts to cover enough technical details so that the system designer
will have considered all important aspects in their system design. Additionally,
most B&B Electronics products have manuals and/or specification sheets available,
including schematics and pinouts where applicable. This information and our latest
catalog can be downloaded from our 24-hour BBS (see side bar on page 2).



LATEST 3PXCC SERIAL CARD RELEASE FEATURES

AUTOMATIC RS-485 DRIVER CONTROL

Just send data out the port!

 The 3PXCC1(A) and 3PXCC2(A)
serial communication cards provide an
automatic RS-485 driver control circuit. No
more raising RTS, waiting..., waiting for end
of transmission and then lowering RTS. With
this feature, all you have to do is send data
out the port. The 3PXCC automatically
senses the data and enables the transmitter.
When the data transmission is complete, the
transmitter is automatically disabled. Since
this feature is handled in hardware, it works
regardless of the operating systems,
program, or baud rate you are running. Data
sheets and products are available now.

SUGGESTED READING

Programming a message-based
system such as Windows is anything
but easy.  Windows Programmer's
Guide to Serial Communications by
Timothy S. Monk gives you the step-
by-step directions and
documentation needed to program
the Windows Communications API
successfully.

Starting with an overview of
serial communications, the book
covers hardware, interrupts, and
MS-DOS serial programming.
You'll learn the basics of serial
communications by seeing the
program TSMTerm (TSM)
developed throughout the easy-to-
understand text. You'll create a
working version of this program
through terminal emulation then
expertly add events, errors, and flow
control to the program.

This book also supplies a
complete reference to Windows
Communications API routines, the
TSM Communications API, and the
ASCII table. To make your
Windows programming easier, the
valuable disk provides all the source
code in the book.

NEW PRODUCT UPDATE

B&B Electronics will be releasing a new, low-cost, easy-to-use data acquisition
product line for the serial port. The 232SDA10 and 485SDA10 feature 11 channels
of 10-bit A/D inputs, 3 digital inputs, and 3 digital outputs. The 232SDA12 and
485SDA12 both offer a 12-bit resolution A/D. All 10-bit and 12-bit A/D converters
offer a self-test mode. The 232SDD16 and 485SDD16 offer 16 programmable digital
I/O. All units come with demo programs and a data logging utility. Single piece price
under $65.
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ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

Connections

Product Communications A/D Features Digital Features

232SDA10 RS-232 11ch. 10-bit 3 inputs, 3 outputs

485SDA10 RS-485 11ch. 10-bit 3 inputs, 3 outputs

232SDA12 RS-232 11ch. 12-bit 3 inputs, 3 outputs

485SDA12 RS-485 11ch. 12-bit 3 inputs, 3 outputs

232SDD16 RS-232 n/a 16 programmable I/O

485SDD16 RS-485 n/a 16 programmable I/O


